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Hi Everyone, my name is Ruairí
Power and I’m running to be the next
president of your Students’ Union. I’m
from Clarecastle in Co. Clare and for
the past year I’ve been your Welfare

Officer. 

ON MARCH 31st
and APRIL 1st

The Power to Get
Things Done

*Leagan Gaeilge ar fáil ar instagram.com/RuairiForPresident



About me
R|R

I have experience of getting the job
done, the vision of what's needed and
I’m asking for your trust to build a
stronger, more democratic and
transparent union. 

My priorities are making the Students'
Union relevant again, affordable
campus living, accessibility, and pushing
for more transparency on decisions
made by UCD management

 

Your Students Union is facing a legitimacy crisis.
Low engagement and trust in the SU presents a
serious threat to effective student organising.

For the SU to work properly, UCD students need
to have confidence that they have a real say in
how the Union works. It needs to be clear that
you don’t need to be a class rep or an officer of

the union to get involved. You just need an issue
that matters to you. 

 

I first got involved with the SU 
 coordinating the protests against

rent increases on campus last year
because I believe nobody should
be priced out of studying at UCD. 

Building a
stonger, more
relevant Union

As President I will:
 ·       Run at least 10 townhall meetings with students throughout the year.

·       Ensure the SU is visible to all students and that we have a stall in a
different school building weekly.

·      Focus on student-led organising. The SU shouldn’t be an echo chamber.
We need to do better to reach out to groups who see the Union as
irrelevant and ineffective.  I will do more video campaigning and
amplification of student initiatives as well as better collaboration with
societies on standalone charity events and year-long fundraising.

·       Campaigns forums: The political direction of the union needs to be
more consultative and relevant. I’ve established a mental health student
forum this year so students can tell us directly about the biggest challenges
facing them. I want to build on that and set up regular forums so students
can lead the direction of the union. 

·       Address the Democratic Deficit: Make sabbats more accountable to
council with action trackers and monthly statistical reports.

My Priorities



The cost of studying at UCD has never been higher. Students are
faced with massive cost barriers in the form of extortionate
rental costs, pricey course books and materials, a regressive

student levy system and the most expensive contribution charge
in the EU. International students are being fleeced to make up for

public funding shortfalls.
 

The Students’ Union has to push back hard against the rampant
commercialisation and corporatisation of the higher education

sector. We need to work to build student mobilisation across the
country to fight for a public model of higher education free at the

point of entry.
 

Making UCD Affordable

· Campaign for the removal of the student
contribution charge through increased public
funding, and a replacement of the regressive
and unfair student levy system.

- Develop an affordable accommodation strategy, re-instate
the SU Accommodation support officer, and mobilise student
renters through a campaign forum.

·Fight for fair pay rates and proper working conditions
for postgraduate workers.
·Build on the Great Donate Initiative and set up a book
share scheme to deal with the cost of textbooks.

- Lobby for discounted STI testing in UCD and lobby the government to
immediately begin the full implementation of Sláintecare to ensure
students have access to vital medical services free at the point of entry.

 
· Campaign for fair compensation and travel expenses for students on placement.

 

As SU President I will:



As president I will:
·Campaign for a dedicated financial support student advisor role and implementation of the
recommendations of the SU mental health forum.

·Ensure that all students have to undertake consent/bystander intervention training, root
out retaliation against complaints for bullying, harassment and sexual violence and campaign
for a well resourced dedicated UCD Dignity and Respect unit to handle complaints.

·Campaign for UCD to retrofit more campus bathrooms to make them fully accessible and
create more changing place facilities.

·Campaign for Autism friendly spaces, sensory pods in newly constructed buildings and more
seating on campus.

·Campaign for supports for pregnant students including the reinstatement of the childcare
assistance scheme.

Support visibility for the Irish Language on campus by promoting the new SU reporting tool
for non-bilingual signage, more engagement with Irish language media, visibility of Gaeilge
on the SU socials outside of Seachtain na Gaeilge and campaigning for modules to be
available through Irish.

·Work with our ENTS officer, clubs and societies to run some great and accessible events,
gigs and charity work. Students have missed out on campus life this year so it’s really
important they can get involved so next year is marginally less craictose intolerant.

·Work with campaign co-ordinators for a more inclusive and diverse campus. The SU needs
to be actively anti-racist, anti-classist and promoting gender and LGBTQ+ equality through
lobbying  and open student forums.

·

Supporting
Students

Student welfare should always be
prioritised over financial gain for the

University. That hasn’t been the case to
date. UCD needs to step up their efforts

to support students. 


